The physical chemistry of cruciform structures in supercoiled DNA molecules.
Inverted repeat DNA sequences extrude cruciform structures when present in negatively supercoiled molecules, stabilised by the release of torsional stress brought about by the negative twist change. We have revealed the presence of cruciform structures by means of enzyme and chemical probing experiments and topological band shift methods. The geometry of cruciform structures has been studied from two points of view. The unpairing of bases in the loop region has been investigated using bisulphite modification, with the result that the central four nucleotides have single-stranded character, and the next pair have only partially single-stranded nature. Gel electrophoretic studies of a pseudo-cruciform structure indicate that the cruciform junction introduces a pronounced bend into the molecule. The dependence of the formation of the ColE1 cruciform upon DNA supercoiling shows that it has a free energy of formation of 18.4 +/- 0.5 kcal mole-1. The kinetics of the extrusion process are complex. Most sequences extrude slowly with considerable temperature coefficients, but the detailed properties are strongly sequence-dependent. One synthetic inverted repeat sequence which we have studied in detail has an Arrhenius activation energy of 42.4 +/- 3.2 kcal mole-1. We discuss possible mechanistic pathways for the extrusion process.